Abstract
Introduction
Supervised classification has been widely applied to many applications [2] [3] [5] . One issue in most of the classification methods is that they require sophisticated or iterative parameter tuning steps to achieve an optimal or near optimal performance. To address this issue, in this paper, a supervised multi-class classification framework with adaptive and automatic parameter tuning is developed to reduce the number of parameters involved in model training, lessen the influence of empirical knowledge in parameter value tuning, and avoid brute-force iterations in determining parameter values.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the proposed framework. The experimental results are given in Section 3. Section 4 concludes this paper.
The Proposed Framework
Our proposed framework consists of two phases and both phases include the Principal Component 
After applying normalization to the training data instances, column by column, using
For each PCC, the removal of the outliers in the "normal" data instances is based on the "MahTH" threshold defined in Equation (1) which is obtained by the empirical study. The "normal" data instance i will be regarded as an outlier if Mahal i > MahTH, and it will not contribute to build the training model. Only the first P C length PCs will be selected as the representative PCs and all data will be projected on the retained representative principal component subspace using Y = X · PC. Here, X is the normal data after the process of outlier removal and PC = (pc 1 , pc 2 , . . . , pc P C length ) is the set of retained representative PCs. 
For each PCC, if score i ≤ DistAbnorm i , then the data instance i is classified as "normal" and assigned the PCC's class label; otherwise, i is "abnormal".
Label Coordinator: This module takes care of the data instances that are "unknown" (i.e., no class label) or "ambiguous" (i.e., two or more class labels) after the first module. It assigns the data instance with the label of the classifier with the lowest score value which implies a closer relationship between the testing data instance and the associated class. If there is a tie in the score values, the class label of the data instance can be randomly selected from one of those classifiers who have the same score values.
Experiments and Analyses
The evaluation was conducted on four data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository Table 1 demonstrates that our proposed framework outperforms the other compared classification methods in all four data sets, even for the imbalanced data sets (i.e., "Haberman" and "Heart"). In "Haberman", the class ratio is 225:81 and in "Heart", the class ratio 212:55. Moreover, the experimental results showed that none of the compared methods achieves the best performance and their relative performance varies among different data sets. On the other hand, the performance of our proposed framework is the best for all four data sets. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a supervised multi-class classification framework with adaptive and automatic parameter tuning is proposed. It attempts to determine some key parameters adaptively in a non-iterative way, and at the same time to reduce the number of parameters involved in the PCC. Comparative experiments with sixteen existing supervised classification methods show that our proposed framework achieves higher accuracy, better robustness, and less performance variation.
